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Modeling, vibration, and stability of elastically tailored
composite thin-walled beams carrying a spinning tip rotor
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The problems of the mathematical modeling, eigenvibration, and stability of cantilevered
thin-walled beams carrying a spinning rotor at its tip are investigated. The structure modeled as a
thin-walled beam encompasses nonclassical features such as anisotropy, transverse shear, and
secondary warping, and in this context, a special ply-angle configuration inducing a structural
coupling between flapping-lagging-transverse shear is implemented. The implications of combined
gyroscopic effects and conservative force upon the free vibration and stability of this structural
system are revealed and a number of pertinent conclusions are outlined. Among others, it is shown
that the judicious implementation of the tailoring technique can yield dramatic enhancements of
both the vibrational and stability behavior of the system. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A great deal of interest for the study of gyroscopic sy
tems has been manifested in the last decade. This inte
was stimulated by the need of a better understanding of
behavior of a number of important technological devic
such as the drive shafts of gas turbines, of rotor systems
in helicopter and tilt rotor aircraft, as well as of robotic m
nipulators and gyro-devices used in space applications. S
of these robots carry tools, such as drills or grinding whe
that rotate. The extensive lists of references supplied in R
1 and 2 reflect in full the interest afforded to the study of t
problem. However, in the last years~see Refs. 3 and 4!, a
more encompassing concept of gyroscropic systems, refe
to as gyroelastic ones, was developed. According to this c
cept, a gyroelastic system is constituted of a body conside
to be continuous in mass, stiffness, and in gyricity, as w
Based on this concept, an efficient possibility of modeli
elastic structures that are equipped with a large numbe
small spinning rotors spread over the structure can be
vised. Moreover, within this concept, also the case of
continuum equipped with discrete spinning rotors can be
commodated. In several recent papers this concept was
emplified for the case of a Bernoulli–Euler solid beam co
taining a 1-D distribution of gyricity along the beam neutr
axis and subjected to a conservative load~see, e.g., Ref. 4!,
whereas in Ref. 5 this concept was applied to the case
solid beam carrying a spinning rotor located at the beam
In the present article, an encompassing structural mo
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equipped with a gyrodevice is considered. In this sense
anisotropic thin-walled beam equipped at its free end wit
small spinning rotor is considered. The beam model as c
sidered in this article was developed in Refs. 6–8. In t
context, one of the goals of this article is to model and a
lyze the vibrational behavior of the gyroelastic system~see
Fig. 1! as a function of the spin rateVz of the rotor and on
the conservative compressive force acting along the long
dinal z axis. Another goal of this research is to put into ev
dence the conditions under which, for the present gyrosco
system, the instabilities by divergence~i.e., the static one!
and by flutter~i.e., the dynamic one! occur. In this context, it
will be shown that the directionality property featured by t
anisotropic materials of the structure can constitute impor
tools towards postponing the occurrence of such instabilit
To this end, in order to induce specific structural couplin
beneficial for the structure, acircumferentially uniform stiff-
ness configurationis considered. Within this ply-angle con
figuration the entire system of governing equations splits
actly into two independent systems, one of them involvi
the flapping-lagging-transverse shear coupling, and the o
one involving the twist-extension coupling. For the proble
at hand, only the case of the system undergoing the flapp
lagging-transverse shear coupled motion will be conside

II. COORDINATE SYSTEMS. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

The case of a straight flexible thin-walled beam
lengthL that is clamped atZ50 and free atZ5L where it
carries a spinning rigid rotor of massm is considered~see
877(2)/877/10/$18.00 © 2001 Acoustical Society of America
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Fig. 1!. The offset between the beam tip and the centroid
the rotor is denoted asr m . The rotor is assumed to have a
axis of inertial symmetry which is coincident with the long
tudinal axis of the beam.

Two sets of coordinates are considered, an inertial fra
OXYZ and a body fixed frameGxyz attached to the rotor
whereG is the rotor mass center. Associated to these
coordinate frames, the systems of the unit vectors
I , J, K , andi, j , k, respectively. The external forceP act-
ing at the beam tip is assumed to remain parallel to theZ axis
of the inertial frame, whereas the spin rate vector of
rotor, Vz , is Vz5Vzk.

The adopted structural model is that of a thin-wall
beam of arbitrary cross-sectional shape. Toward its mo
ing, the following assumptions are adopted:~i! the original
cross-section of the beam is preserved,~ii ! the secondary
warping effect is included,~iii ! transverse shear effects a
incorporated, and, finally,~iv! the constituent material of th
structure features anisotropic properties, and, in this cont
a special lay-up inducing flapping-lagging-transverse sh
coupling is implemented. As a result, conditions prevent
the occurrence of the twist motion should be implement
Consequently, in this analysis the existence of the mass
balance of the rotor is precluded.

III. KINEMATICS

In light of the previously mentioned assumptions and
order to reduce the 3-D elasticity problem to an equival
1-D one, the components of the displacement vector are
resented as in Refs. 1, 2 and 6–9 as

u~X,Y,Z;t !5u0~Z;t !2Yf~Z,t !, ~1a!

v~X,Y,Z;t !5v0~Z;t !1Xf~Z,t !, ~1b!

w~X,Y,Z;t !5w0~Z,t !1uX~Z;t !FY~s!2n
dX

dsG
1uY~Z;t !FX~s!1n

dY

dsG
2f8~Z;t !@Fv~s!1na~s!#. ~1c!

In these equationsu0(Z;t), v0(Z;t), andw0(Z;t) denote the
displacements along theX, Y andZ axes, respectively, while

FIG. 1. Thin-walled box-beam with a spinning tip rotor.
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f(Z,t), uX(Z;t), anduY(Z;t) denote the twist about theZ
axis and rotations about theX and Y axes, respectively
Fv(s) and na(s) that appear in the longitudinal displace
ment play the role of primary and secondary warping fun
tions, respectively. For their definition see Refs. 6–8.
these equations, as well as in the forthcoming ones,
primes denote differentiation with respect to the longitudin
Z-coordinate,s is the local circumferential coordinate me
sured along the mid-surface beam contour, whilen is the
local normal coordinate measured from the mid-surface
the beam cross-section through the wall thickness. The r
tional displacement of the beam tip can be expressed aQ
5@uX , 2uY , f#T, while the angular velocityVB of the
beam cross-section where the rotor is attached is represe
in the absolute system of coordinates through the symbo
of Hughes~see Ref. 10! as

VB5Q̇2 1
2 QXQ̇5@ u̇X1 1

2~uYḟ2 u̇Yf!;2 u̇Y1 1
2 ~uXḟ

2 u̇Xf);ḟ1 1
2 ~uXu̇Y2 u̇XuY!] T. ~2!

In Eq. ~2!, QX is the skew-symmetric matrix expresse
in terms of the elements of the column matrixQ as

QX5U 0 2f 2uY

f 0 2uX

uY uX 0
U . ~3!

In addition, the superposed dots and superscriptT denote
time derivatives and transpose of a matrix, respective
SinceVB as expressed by Eq.~2! has to be evaluated at th
beam tip, the terms associated with its effect appear in
boundary conditions atZ5L.

IV. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Toward the goal of deriving the equations of motion
beams equipped with a spinning rotor at its tip and the as
ciated boundary conditions, Hamilton’s variational princip
is used. It may be stated as

dJ5E
t0

t1
~dU2dKB2dKR2dWR2dWA!dt50, ~4!

whereU denotes the strain energy of the elastic beam,KB

and KR denote the kinetic energy of the beam, and of t
spinning rotor, respectively,WR and WA denote the work
done by spinning rotor and axial load, respectively, whiled
denotes the variation operator.

In the forthcoming developments, in order to render e
plicitly the various energies intervening in Eq.~4!, the rela-
tionship between the unit vectors (I ,J,K ) and (i,j ,k) has to
be established. To this end, after lengthy but straightforw
manipulations one obtains the relationship

S I

J

K
D 5@H#S i

j

k
D , ~5!

where, by using the concept of small angles of rotation,
have
878Song et al.: Beam with spinning tip rotor
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uX sinVt1uY cosVt uX cosVt2uY sinVt 1
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By virtue of ~2!, the total angular velocity of the rotor can b
expressed as

VR5VB1Vzk

5@ u̇X1 1
2~uYḟ2 u̇Yf!#I1@2 u̇Y1 1

2~uXḟ2 u̇Xf!#J

1@ḟ1 1
2~uXu̇Y2 u̇XuY!#K1Vzk

5vBXI1vBYJ1vBZK1Vzk

5~vBXh111vBYh211vBZh31!i1~vBXh121vBYh22

1vBZh32!j1~vBXh131vBYh231vBZh331Vz!k

[vRxi1vRyj1vRzk. ~7!

On the other hand, keeping in mind the expression of
position vector of the rotor

RR~x,y,z;t !5u0I1v0J1~L1w0!K1xi1yj1~r m1z!k,
~8!

one obtains

ṘR5u̇0I1 v̇0J1ẇ0K1x i̇1y i̇1zk̇, ~9!

wherefrom, by virtue of Eqs.~5! and ~6!, its expression be-
comes

ṘR5u̇oI1 v̇oJ1ẇoK1~2yvRz1zvRy!i

1~xvRz2zvRx!j1~2xvRy1yvRx!k. ~10!

As a result, it is possible to obtain the kinetic energy of t
rotor as

KR5
1

2EtR

rR~ṘR•ṘR!dD~Z2L !dtR

5 1
2$mR~ u̇o

21 v̇o
21ẇo

2!1Jxxyy
R ~ u̇X

21 u̇Y
2 !1Jzz

R @~ḟ1V!2

13Vz~uXu̇Y2 u̇XuY!#%Z5L . ~11!

Herein, Jxx
R 5Jyy

R 5Jxxyy
R 5mR(r m

2 1 1
4kR

2) are the
rotor mass moments of inertia,Jzz

R 5 1
2mRkR

2 is the polar mo-
ment of inertia,kR is the radius of gyration of the rotor, an
mR is the rotor mass, whiledD(•) stands for the Dirac’s delta
function.

As a result, by using Hamilton’s condition consisting
dv i50, at t0 , t1 , one obtains
879 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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t0

t1
dKRdt[S E

t0

t

dtE
tR

rRR̈R•dRRdtRD
5@2mRüoduo2mRv̈odvo2mRẅodwo

2~Jxxyy
R üX23VJzz

R u̇Y!duX2~Jxxyy
R üY

13VJzz
R u̇X!duY2Jzz

R f̈df#Z5L . ~12!

As basic prequisites, we will list also the variation of th
work done by the spinning tip rotor:

dWR5@mRr müYduo1mR~r müX2g!dvo1mRr m~ v̈o1g!

3duX1mRr müoduY#Z5L ~13!

and also that done by the axial load

dWA52PE
0

L

~uo9duo1vo9dvo! dZ1P@uo8du01vo8dvo#0
L .

~14!

Finally, keeping in mind that the position vector and its tim
derivative of a deformed point of the beam are given, resp
tively, as

Rb~X,Y,Z;t !5~X1u!I1~Y1v !J1~Z1w!K ,
~15!

Ṙb~X,Y,Z;t !5u̇I1 v̇J1ẇK ,

one can easily obtain the associated kinetic energyKb and
also

E
t0

t1
dKbdt[S 2E

t0

t1
dtE

t
R̈b•dRbdt D

52E
t0

t1
dtE

t
H ~ ü02Yf̈ !du1~ v̈01Xf̈ !dv

1S ẅ01 üXFY2n
dX

dsG1 üYFX1
dY

dsG
2f̈8@Fw1na# D dwJ rdt

52E
t0

t1
dtF E

0

L

$K1du01K2dv0

1K3dw0duX1K4uX1K5duY

1~K62K7!df%dZ2@K7df#0
LGdt. ~16!

In the above equationKi ( i 51,7) denote inertia terms
Their expressions, restricted tocircumferentially uniform
879Song et al.: Beam with spinning tip rotor
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stiffness configurationcase that is considered in this articl
are provided in Appendix A.

As concerns the variation of strain energyUb of the
beam, its expression is

dUb5
1

2 Et
s i j de i j dt

52E
0

L

$QX8du01QY8dv01TZdw01~MX82QY!duX

1~MY82QX!duY1~Bw9 1MZ8 !df%dZ1@QXdu0

1QYdv01TAdw01MxduX1MYduY

1~Bw8 1MZ!df2Bwdf8#0
L, ~17a!

whereQX , QY , TZ , MX , MY , MZ andBv are 1-D stress-
resultants and stress-couples defined in Refs. 1, 6, and

In addition, the variation of the work done by the grav
tational force is

dWbg52E
0

L

b1gdv0dZ, ~17b!

whereg is the gravitational acceleration whileb1 is a mass
term whose expression is provided in Appendix A. In suc
context, Hamilton’s variational principle, Eq.~4!, provides
the equations of motion of the entire system and the ass
ated boundary conditions. One of the main features of
obtained governing equation system is the full coupling
tween flapwise-bending, lateral~or chordwise! bending, ex-
tension, twist and transverse shear.

In order to induce the elastic coupling between flapwi
bending, chordwise-bending and transverse shear, a sp
ply-angle distribution referred to ascircumferentially uni-
form stiffness~CUS! configuration~see Refs. 6 and 7!, gen-
erated by skewing angle plies with respect to the beam
according to the lawu(Y)5u(2Y) and u(X)5u(2X), is
implemented.

The ply-angle configuration of this type is achievab
via winding technology. Angleu denotes the dominant pl
orientation in the top and bottom, as well as in the late
walls of the beam, measured from the positives axis toward
the positiveZ axis.

In this case, from the variational equation~4! expressed
in full, bearing in mind thatdu0 , dv0 , duX and duY are
independent and arbitrary, and setting the coefficients
these variations to zero in the variational principle, the eq
tions of motion and the boundary conditions featuring t
type of coupling are obtained.

Employing constitutive equations and strai
displacement relationships in the equations of motion,
governing equations about a static equilibrium position f
turing the flap-lag-transverse shear coupling expresse
terms of displacement quantities are obtained as

duo : a43uX91a44~uo91uY8 !2b1üo2Puo950, ~18a!

dvo : a52uY91a55~vo91uX8 !2b1v̈o2Pvo950, ~18b!
880 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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duX : a33uX91a34~uo91uY8 !2a55~vo81uX!2a52uY8

2~b41dnb14!
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ

üX50, ~18c!

duY : a22uY91a25~vo91uX8 !2a44~uo81uY!2a43uX8

2~b51dnb15!
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ

üY50. ~18d!

Associated to the governing system, the boundary conditi
are atZ50

uo5vo5uX5uY50, ~19!

and atZ5L,

duo :a43uX81a44~uo81uY!2Puo81mR~ üo2r müY)
ÈÈÈÈ

50, ~20a!

dvo :a52uY81a55~vo81uX!2Pvo81mR~ v̈o2r müX)
ÈÈÈÈ

50, ~20b!

duX :a33uX81a34~uo81uY!1Jxxyy
R üX

ÈÈÈÈÈ
23VzJzz

R u̇Y

2mRr mv̈o50, ~20c!

duY :a22uY81a25~vo81uX!1Jxxyy
R üY

ÈÈÈÈÈ
13VzJzz

R u̇X

2mRr müo50. ~20d!

The coefficientsai j 5aji appearing in these equations
well as in the forthcoming ones denote stiffness quantit
Their expression can be found in Refs. 1 and 6–8. The te
in Eqs. ~19! underscored by a solid line are associated w
the gyroscopic effects, whereas those marked by an un
lated line correspond to rotatory inertia terms. The tracerdn

identifies the inertia effects associated to the points off
mid-surface of the beam. This tracer takes the value 1 o
depending on whether this effect is accounted for or d
carded, respectively.

For locations of the spinning rotor different from that
the beam tip, the gryoscopic effects would have to appea
the governing equations and not in the boundary conditi
at Z5L.

It should be remarked that foru50° and 90°, the cou-
pling stiffness quantitiesa43, a52, a17 become immaterial,
and when alsoVz50, the governing system and bounda
conditions split exactly into two independent groups asso
ated with flapping and lagging motions. It should be me
tioned that within the same ply-angle configuration an ad
tional system of governing equations and bound
conditions involving the extension-twist coupling are o
tained. Being decoupled from the system involving flapwis
chordwise bending, these equations are not used in the
ticle, and as such are not displayed here.

V. THE CASE OF UNSHEARABLE BEAMS

Equations~18!–~20!, correspond to shearable beams.
order to determine their unshearable counterpart, elimina
of a44(u081uY) anda55(v081uX) in Eqs.~18a! and~18b! and
in the boundary conditions~20a! and~20b! followed by con-
sideration ofuX52v08 anduY52u08 results in the govern-
ing equations of the unshearable beams,
880Song et al.: Beam with spinning tip rotor
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duo :a22u0992~b51dnb15!
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ

ü091b1ü01Pu0950,

~21!
dv0 :a33v0992~b41dnb14!

ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
v̈091b1v̈01Pv0950,

and the boundary conditions atZ50,

uo5v05u085v0850, ~22!

and atZ5L,

duo : a22u0-2~b51b15!ü08
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ

1Pu082mR~ ü01r mv̈08)
ÈÈÈÈ

50,

dv0 : a33v0-2~b41b14!v̈08
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ

1Pv082mR~ v̈01r mv̈08)
ÈÈÈÈ

50,

~23!
du08 : a22u091Jxxyy

R ü08
ÈÈÈÈÈ

13VzJzz
R v̇081mRr mü050,

dv08 : a33v091Jxxyy
R v̈08

ÈÈÈÈÈ
23VzJzz

R u̇081mRr mv̈050.

In contrast to the case of shearable beams, it beco
evident that for the unshearable beam counterpart,
flapping-lagging coupling arises only in the boundary con
tions at the beam tip, and whenr m50, it is due entirely to
the gyroscopic effects.

VI. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY

Toward the goal of solving the eigenvalue problem
the gyroelastic system acted on by a compressive edge
applied at its tip, the following steps will be implemente
The first one consists of the representation of displacem
quantities in the form

uo~Z;t !5UT~Z!qu~ t !, vo~Z;t !5VT~Z!qv~ t !,
~24!

uX~Z;t !5XT~Z!qx~ t !, uY~Z;t !5YT~Z!qy~ t !.

Herein U, V, X, Y are the vectors of trial functions tha
are chosen as to satisfy at least the kinematic boundary
ditions; qu , qv , qx , qy are the vectors of generalized coo
dinates, while superscriptT denotes transpose operation. R
placing the energy quantities and representations~24! in the
variational integral, Eq.~4!, carrying out the indicated varia
tions and the required integrations, leads to the equation

Mq̈ ~ t !1Gq̇~ t !1Kq ~ t !50, ~25!

whereM is the real, symmetric, positive definite mass m
trix, K is the symmetric stiffness matrix, including in it
elements the external loadP, G is the skew-symmetric gy
roscopic matrix, whileq[@qu

T ,qv
T ,qx

T ,qy
T#T is the overall

vector of the generalized coordinates. Notice that in the c
of the nonspinning rotor, i.e., whenVz50, in the absence o
structural damping the matrixG becomes immaterial. The
expressions of the matricesM , K , and G are supplied in
Appendix B.

For synchronous motion, upon expressingq(t)
5Z exp(ivt), whereZ is a constant vector andv is a con-
stant valued quantity, both generally complex, and follow
the usual steps, one obtains the eigenvalue problem

2v2MZ 1 ivGZ1KZ 50, ~26!

wherev must satisfy the characteristic equation

D~v2,P,Vz!5detu2v2M1 ivG1K u50. ~27!
881 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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In this connection we have to remark that the characteri
polynomialD contains only even powers ofv and, as such,
the stability will be analyzed in terms of the nature ofv2.
SinceK includes the contribution of the external load whic
can be tensile or compressive, we can haveK.0,K50 or
K,0. As a result, one can distinguish three cases~see Ref.
11!:

~1! Pure oscillatory motion, i.e., stable motion, occurrin
when K is positive definite, as long asvk

2 are real and
positive.

~2! Instability by divergence is found from the equatio
D(v2,P)50 whenv250. As clearly emerges, the insta
bility by divergence depends on the external loadP only
and is the same for both the gyroscopic and nongy
scopic systems.

~3! K is negative definite. In this case it is still possible
have stable motion. In such a case the gyroscopic eff
stabilize the unstable conservative system. Howev
also in the case, whenK is negative definite, the eigen
values can be complex conjugate with at least one
them having a negative imaginary part, which results
unstable motion of the flutter type. As the rotation
speed of the rotorVz and the compressive loadP in-
crease, two consecutive eigenvaluesvp

2 andvp
211 may

coalesce, and beyond that point of coalescence,
eigenfrequencies become complex conjugate, and co
spondingly, bending oscillations with exponentially in
creasing amplitudes will occur. The values ofv andVz

corresponding to the coalescence point are referred t
the flutter frequencyv f l , and the flutter rotational spee
(Vz) f l , respectively. Certainly, at each magnitude of t
external loadP,v f l and (Vz) f l can be determined. Al-
though this type of instability is typical to nonconserv
tive systems, this can occur in conservative gyrosco
systems as well.

VII. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The numerical illustrations are carried out for the cas
composite box-beam. It features the following dimensio
c510 in., h50.4 in., L580 in. It is also assumed that th
material of the beam structure is of a Graphite/Epoxy co
posite whose on-axes elastic properties can be found in R
1 and 6–8.

The numerical simulations are displayed in terms of
following dimensionless parameters of the system:

v i5
v i

v0
, V̄z5

Vz

vo
, R5

b

c
; P̄5

P̄

P̂
,

~28!

m̄R5
mR

b1L
50.5, r̄ m5

r m

L
50.2, k̄R5

kR

L
50.2.

Hereinv05164.73 rad/s whileP̂581178.1 lb.
In Figs. 2~a!–4~a! there are depicted, in the absence

the compressive loadP̄, the dependence of the three norma
ized eigenfrequenciesv̄ i ( i 51,2,3) versus the normalize
rotor spin speedV̄z . The results were generated for a squa
cross-section (R51), unshearable beam, and for select
881Song et al.: Beam with spinning tip rotor
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values of the ply-angleu. For V̄z50, i.e., for the nonspin-
ning rotor, having in view that for this case the bendi
stiffnesses inX andY directions are equal, the flapping an
lagging eigenfrequencies in each mode coincide. As soo
the rotation starts, i.e., forV̄zÞ0, implying that gyroscopic
forces are generated, a bifurcation of rotating eigenfrequ
cies is experienced, resulting in the upper and lower
quency branches. The rotor spin rate at which the low
rotating eigenfrequency becomes zero-valued is referre
as the critical spinning speed, (V̄z)cr , and corresponds to th
divergence instability. However, as it will appear later in F
5, this critical spinning speed is extremely large. From th
plots it can readily be seen that implementation of the tai
ing technique can yield a dramatic enhancement of the vi
tional behavior of the system. In this sense, the increas
the ply-angleu, which is accompanied by an increase
bending stiffnesses~see Ref. 7!, results in an increase of bot
nonrotating and rotating eigenfrequencies.

From the same figure it clearly appears that, with
increase of the mode number, for fixed spin rates the

FIG. 2. ~a! Influence of the ply-angle of the beam material on the upper
lower branches of the rotating dimensionless fundamental frequency.
shearable beam modelR51. ~b! The counterpart of~a! for the shearable
beam model.
882 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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e
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a-
of
f

e
s-

tances between the upper and lower frequency branche
compared to those appearing in the lower modes tend
reduce in magnitude, a trend that is independent of the va
tion of the ply-angle. In Figs. 2~b!–4~b! the shearable coun
terparts of Figs. 2~a!–4~b! are depicted. Comparison of thes
figures reveals that the classical~unshearable! beam model
overestimates both the nonrotating and the rotating frequ
cies.

In Fig. 5 the variation of the lower branch of the fir
eigenfrequency of the system versus the rotor spinning
V̄z is depicted in logarithmic scale, for selected values of
ply-angle. The beneficial effects induced by the increase
the ply-angle on both the lower branch of rotating fundam
tal eigenfrequency and on the rotor spinning divergen
speed clearly emerge from this plot. The same trend app
also in the case of the variation of the cross-section par
eterR, in the sense that the increase ofR yields an increase
of both the rotating/nonrotating lower branch of eigenfr
quencies and of the divergence spinning speed of the ro

In Figs. 6–8 there are plots depicting the variation of t
first three eigenfrequencies versusV̄z for selected values o
the cross-sectional parameterR, and for a fixed value of the

d
n-

FIG. 3. ~a! The counterpart of Fig. 2~a! for the second mode natural dimen
sionless frequency.~b! The counterpart of~a! for the shearable beam mode
882Song et al.: Beam with spinning tip rotor
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FIG. 4. ~a! The counterpart of Fig. 2~a! for the third mode natural dimen
sionless frequency.~b! The counterpart of~a! for the shearable beam mode

FIG. 5. Variation of the lower branch of the first natural rotating frequen
for selected values of the cross-section parameterR, and two values of the
ply-angle,u545 and 90 degrees.
883 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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FIG. 6. Influence of the cross-section parameterR on the upper and lower
branches of the first natural dimensionless rotating frequency,u545 de-
grees.

FIG. 7. Counterpart of Fig. 6 for the second rotating natural frequenc

FIG. 8. Counterpart of Fig. 6 for the third rotating natural frequency.
883Song et al.: Beam with spinning tip rotor
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ply-angleu545 degrees. The figures reveal that for bea
characterized byRÞ1, the nonrotating frequencies in flap
ping and lagging do not coincide.

It clearly appears that the natural frequency pairs as
ciated to the caseRÞ1 are lower as compared to the on
associated to a square beam cross-section counterpart.

Moreover, with the increase of the mode number,
eigenfrequencies associated to the lower branch of each
quency pair, instead of decreasing, have the tendency o
creasing with the increase ofV̄z , a trend that is more promi
nent for lower values of the parameterR.

In Figs. 9–11 stability plots for the case of a squa
(R51) cross-section beam are supplied. These were ge
ated by representing the trial functions in Eqs.~24! by six-
function approximation. In these figures the domains of s
bility are marked byS, and those by single and double flutt
instability byF andFF, respectively. For this case, since th
beam features equal bending stiffnesses in bothX andY di-
rections, the divergence instability under the compress
axial load occurs simultaneously in bothX andY directions.

FIG. 9. Stability boundaries for the box-beam with a spinning rotorR
51, u50).

FIG. 10. Counterpart of Fig. 9 foru545 degrees.
884 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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In this case the divergence boundaries marked asD1 andD2

are associated with double roots, and consequently these
be interpreted as divergence regions of zero thickness.

In the load interval 0< P̄, P̄D1
, the frequenciesvk

2 re-

main positive for any value ofV̄z
2, indicating that in this load

range the system is stable.
For a slight increase ofP̄ beyondP̄D1

and for low val-

ues of V̄z
2 , a pair of complex conjugate eigenfrequenci

indicating instability by single flutter is observed. Howeve
as V̄z

2 increases, due to the gyroscopic effects, the sys
featuring real positive rootsvk

2 enters into a stable region
One can interpret this behavior as the stabilization of a c
servative system by gyroscopic forces.

However, at the right of the resulting stability bounda
until P5 P̄D2

and for arbitraryV̄z
2 , the frequencies consist o

two positive values and a pair of complex conjugates in
cating instability by single flutter. ForP̄. P̄D2

, two flutter
regions are featured.

In one of these, the frequencies consist of two posit
values and a pair of complex conjugates, indicating insta
ity by single flutter~regionF!, while in another one, frequen
cies consist of two pairs of complex conjungates, indicat
instability by double flutter~regionFF).

From Figs. 9–11 one can infer that with the increase
the ply-angle the stability domains are greatly enlarged a
at the same time, the instability boundaries by diverge
and flutter are shifted towards larger compressive loadsP̄.

It should be remarked that the stability behavior of t
beam modeled within the thin-walled beam theory, as
ported here, agrees qualitatively well with that obtain
within the solid isotropic beam modeled within Bernoulli
Euler theory~see Ref. 5!.

As concerns the stability of rectangular cross-sect
(RÞ1) thin-walled beams, their behavior is much mo
complex than that featured by their square cross-sec
beam counterparts, in the sense that in addition to reg
corresponding to instability regions by single flutter~F! and
divergence (D), regions by double (DD), triple (DDD),

FIG. 11. Counterpart of Fig. 9 foru590 degrees.
884Song et al.: Beam with spinning tip rotor
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and quaternary (DDDD) divergence and double flutter
(FF), as well as instability regions by mixed, single and
double divergence and flutter, i.e.,DF and DDF, respec-
tively, are featured.

For the case of a solid isotropic beam of cross-sectio
characterized byRÞ1, the complexity of the stability behav-
ior was illustrated in Ref. 5.

Having in view that, to the best of the authors’ knowl
edge, there are no similar results in the specialized literatu
based on the thin-walled structural model, the only possib
validation would concern the solution methodology used
derive the instability boundaries. In this context, it is possib
to apply the present methodology based on the extend
Galerkin method~see Ref. 9! to the very simple structural
model developed in Ref. 5, where the Ritz method used
conjunction with the eigenfunctions proper to a cantilevere
beam have been used. For the data characterizing the gy
scopic system considered in Ref. 5, Fig. 12 displays the i
stability boundaries obtained via the use of both methodol
gies, and a good agreement of predictions of the boundar
of stability/instability is revealed.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The equations governing the motion of robotic arm sys
tems consisting of a thin-walled elastic beam carrying at i
tip a spinning tip rotor loaded by a compressive conservati
force have been established.

In this context, the vibrational and stability responses o
the considered gyroscopic system have been analyzed,
ways to enhance its behavior, based on the directional
property of the constituent composite material, have be
emphasized. The results have also revealed that the sys
can lose its stability by divergence by the separate actions
P̄ and V̄z , and by flutter, through the joint action ofP̄ and
V̄z . This implies that in the absence of the compressive loa
the system cannot lose its stability by flutter.

FIG. 12. Validation of the solution methodology based on the Heppler
gyroscopic model~Ref. 5!; ~————–! present EGM versus~–––––!
Heppler’s methodology. Stability diagram in the plane (Vz

2@(rad/s)2#
2P@N#.
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The results have also revealed that in some cases
gyroscopic effects can stabilize the conservative system.

APPENDIX A: EXPRESSIONS OF THE INERTIA
TERMS

When restricted to the CUS beam configuration the
pressions of the inertia terms are

K15b1ü0 ; K25b1v̈0 ; K45~b41dnb14!üX ;

K55~b51dnb15!üY .

In these expressionsbi are reduced mass terms defined a

~b1 ,b4 ,b5!5 R m0~1,Y2,X2!ds,

~b14,b15!5 R m2S S dX

dsD 2

,S dY

dsD 2Dds,

where

~m0 ,m2!5 (
k51

N E
hk21

h(k)
r (k)~1,n2!dn,

r (k) being the mass density of thekth constituent material
layer, whileN is the total number of layers.

APPENDIX B: EXPRESSIONS OF THE MASS MATRIX
M, STIFFNESS MATRIX K AND SKEW-SYMMETRIC
MATRIX G

The entries of the mass matrixM ([M434) are the fol-
lowing.

M[~mij! Their expression

m11 2*0
L(b1UUT)dZ2@mRUUT#Z5L

m125m21 0

m135m31
0

m14 @mRr mUYT#Z5L
m22 2*0

L(b1VVT)dZ2@mRVVT#Z5L
m23 @mRr mVXT#Z5L
m245m42 0

m32 @mRr mXVT#Z5L
m33 2*0

L(b41dnb14)XXTdZ2@Jxxyy
R XXT#Z5L

m345m43 0

m41 @mRr mYUT#Z5L
m44 2*0

L(b51dnb15)YYTdZ2@Jxxyy
R YYT#Z5L

The entries of the gyroscopic matrixG([G434) differ-
ent of zero are the following.

G[~gij! Their expressions

g34 @3Jzz
R VzXYT#Z5L

g43 2@3Jzz
R VzYXT#Z5L

s
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The entries of the stiffness matrixK ([K434) are

K[~Kij! Their expression

k11 *0
L(a44UU9T2PUU9T)dZ

2@a44UU8T2PUU8T#Z5L
k125k21 0

k13 *0
L(a43UX9T)dZ2@a43UX8T#Z5L

k14 *0
L(a44UY8T)dZ2@a44UYT#Z5L

k22 *0
L(a55VV 9T2PVV 9T)dZ

2@a55VV 8T2PVV 8T#Z5L
k23 *0

L(a55VX 8T)dZ2@a55VXT#Z5L
k24 *0

L(a52VY 9T)dZ2@a52VY 8T#Z5L
k31 *0

L(a34XU9T)dZ2@a34XU8T#Z5L
k32 2*0

L(a55XV 8T)dZ
k33 *0

L(a33XX 9T2a55XXT )dZ2@a33XX 8T#Z5L
k34 *0

L(a34XY 8T2a52XY 8T)dZ2@a34XYT#Z5L
k41 2*0

L(a44YU8T)dZ
k42 *0

L(a25YV 9T)dZ2@a25YV 8T#Z5L
k43 *0

L(a25YX 8T2a43YX 8T)dZ2@a25YXT#Z5L
k44 *0

L(a22YY 9T2a44YYT)dZ2@a22YY 8T#Z5L

We should remark that applying an integration by pa
in the expressions ofk14 andk23 one obtains, in conjunction
with the boundary conditions thatk14 andk23 reduce to

k1452E
0

L

~a44U8YT!dZ

and
886 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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k2352E
0

L

~a55V8XT!dZ,

respectively, wherefrom one arrives at the conclusion that
stiffness matrixK is symmetric.
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